Bringing the best of Google to
education, to help transform
teaching and learning
We believe everyone deserves access to great
learning experiences. It’s why we built Google
for Education.

Enable education leaders to bring innovation to
their schools at scale, with the peace of mind
that they are investing in secure products that
are flexible to their needs.

Empower every educator by giving them
simple, assistive tools so that they can focus on
what they do best: helping students reach their
full potential.

●

Supercharge student outcomes

●

Gain impactful teaching time

●

Keep data private and secure

●

Deliver continuous learning from

●

Customize and scale

●

Create value at all levels

Equip every student with the tools and skills
they need to be successful, by focusing on
inclusivity and accessibility, so we can meet
students wherever they are.

anywhere
●

Collaborate with peers and stakeholders

●

Build better school-home relationships

●

Access free training and PD

Evolve every day by continuing to listen to
thousands of educators to create and improve
upon our existing solutions, ensuring that the latest
technology is reflected in the tools we build for
teaching and learning.

●

Strengthen connections with educators

●

Provide what they need to thrive

●

Take advantage of continuous innovation

●

Build skills with lesson-ready content

●

Deliver the latest features straight to users

●

Create inclusive environments

●

Continually improve student outcomes

●

Streamline administrative tasks with AI/ML

Bringing the best of Google to education
With Chromebooks, every student and teacher can personalize their learning
environment, and every IT admin can unlock the full capabilities of Chrome OS
with the Chrome Education Upgrade. With Google Workspace for Education and
Classroom, we support differentiated and engaging learning experiences. Plus,
helpful curricula and educational resources elevate class content at every step.
Across it all, there is more choice than ever before.

Provide every student and teacher with
a personalized learning environment

Design and deliver differentiated and
engaging learning experiences that
promote collaboration and creativity

Chrome Education Upgrade

Enhance and elevate class content
with a host of educational resources and curricula

Chromebook App Hub

You have to look at technology as a tool that will
do something for the teachers, since they’re the
ones making the magic happen in the
classroom. Many teachers are ready to push

Learn more about
Google for Education

their teaching to some unimaginable new
levels.”
Ronald Carroll , District Manager of Instructional
Technology
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